TC12 - COVER

Plastibeton
75 LBS
AASHTO H20
16,000 LB Wheel Load

T1216 - TRENCH

High Density Polymer Concrete
Standard: 897 LBS
Solid Bottom: 935 LBS
**OPTIONS**

**Available Covers:**
- Plastibeton
- Plastibeton LW
- Plastibeton HD
- Steel
- Grated Steel

**Configurations:**
- 'T' Connection
- Horizontal Deviation
- Right Angle

**Custom configurations are available**

**Add On Options:**
- Cable Divider
- Unistrut
- Attachment Plate
- Cable Clips
  - Galvanized
  - Stainless Steel
  - Plastic
- Locking
  - Triangular Key
  - Penta Bolt
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